
Transformations 
of the 

Surface



PEOPLE ALTER 
THEIR APPEARANCE. 

THEY CHANGE 

THEIR SURFACES... 

...WITH HOPES OF EXPRESSING 
THEIR UNIQUE SELVES. 



 THEY BECOME 

PEOPLE TRY 
SO HARD TO BE  

AUTHENTIC,

FAKE.



BEHIND THE 

WORDS

Surface - a physical area of one's body 

Appearance - how a person physically looks

Authentic - when someone is there 
 true self  

Fake/Plastic - when someone tries 
to alter themselves physically to 
look like someone else or to embody 
a new look   

Expression - the way one 
chooses to show their 
individualism and 
personality 



FAKE 
= 

BEING 
PLASTIC 



When someone changes 
their appearance, people 
assume that they are being 
fake or "plastic" because 
they are attempting to 
change their original 
selves. Because plastic 
generally can 
be categorized as 
something not real or 
"superficial", people can be 
described as fake when 
they are not being their 
authentic selves.  



And through the 
modification of the skin...

BUT

HOW FAKE

CAN SURFACE

REALLY BE?



Kate Durbin :
"Hello Selfie" Miami

When the women in the "Hello Selfie" 
Miami video alter their actual appearance with 
surface modifications such as the addition of 
stickers or dyed hair, most people would assume 
that these women are trying to be authentically 
themselves. Ironically, people perceive these 
women as being fake since they go so over the 
top. As demonstrated in Kate Durbin's video, 
having plastic qualities can actually allow for the 
freedom of expression and art.  

The freedom of expression and art on 
one's surface actually  
allows for individualism. 



Through the fakeness, these surfaces become real. 
People transform surfaces to express memories, ideas, or 
personality qualities that they feel define who they are.



As suggested by 

Kate Durbin, 

doing something artificial to one's 
body for real establishes an 
authenticity to the surface.



Although surface modifications may 
suggest that one is "fake" or "plastic"
since they are deterring away from 
their "true" self, surface alterations 
are more real than fake because a 
literal transformation of the body is 
occurring.  



Real plastic,  real modifications,  real surfaces, real people 

real plastic items allow 
for real modifications on 

real surfaces which leads to 
people being their real selves 

Stickers: Vinyl 
(plastic made 

from ethylene) 

Tattoos: Polycylic 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
(used in plastic pebbles)

Earrings & backs: Silicone 
(fabricated plastic polymer)



TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE

SURFACE IMPROVE IMAGES AND

MAKE ONE UNFORGETTABLY REAL 

ESSENTIALLY,  PLASTIC ENHANCES IMAGE 

HAVING PLASTIC ON YOUR

SURFACES MAKES YOU FAKE,  

BUT BEING FAKE MAKES YOU REAL 


